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Test 15 questions tags

Congratulations - you have completed the question tags test 15.You got %%SCORE%% of %%TOTAL%%. Your performance has been rated as %%RATING%% Your responses are highlighted below. There are 22 questions to complete. Download the PDF version of this trial! Previous Publications Next Publications Page 2 Page 3 
7 Secrets for ESL Students - FREE Download You can take this grammar quiz online or print it on paper. Try what you learned on the Tag Questions page. Tag Questions Grammar Quizzes Grammar Games Learn English &gt; English Lessons &amp; Exercises &gt; English Test #118128: Question TagsSe question tags are the short
questions hired at the end of statements. Examples of question labels are: isn't it? etc. Question tags are used in spoken English longer than in written English to confirm positive or negative statements; or to encourage a response from the person we're talking to. What are the rules for question tags? (1) A positive statement should be
followed by a negative question label:- It's from France, isn't it?- She can speak English, can't she?- You were here last Sunday, right? (2) A negative statement should be followed by a positive question label:- We're not going, aren't we?- They won't visit us anymore, will they? (3) It should be noted that only pronouns appear on question
labels. So, if the subject of a sentence is a noun, it should be replaced by a pronoun on the question label:- MARY has gone to Rome, hasn't ELLA?- JACK shouldn't say things like that, should it? (4) In addition, the labels of the questions are formed using the modal verbs (helping) in a sentence:- Lilian CAN swim, Can't she?- I couldn't
walk even when I was three years old, could you? (5) But if the phrase does not have a modal verb in it, the question tags are formed using do/don't, does/does/does not (for statements in present time) and not (for statements in past time).- I guess mother went to the mall yesterday, DIDN't she?- You play guitar, don't you like football,
Aaron doesn't? (6) If sentences contain words that have a negative meaning like almost, rarely, hardly, rarely, ever, the question label should definitely be positive.- RAREly eat in a restaurant, right? Note : Some manners have different question labels.- (I am) becomes (no?) - (won't) becomes (won't) - Similarly, (I won't) becomes
(will)Examples:(a) I'm an English woman, right? (b) Jason's not coming, is he? Exceptions :(i) Positive imperatives (also known as Stop singing, huh? (ii) Negative imperatives- Don't go there, do you? Let's go to the park, shall we? (iv) There's no slot left, is there? Now that you've understood the rules, question tags are no longer a task.
And you can use them correctly, can't you? If so, choose the correct question label to complete each Twitter ShareEnglés exercise Question tags created by anuesther with the test builder. [More lessons and exercises from anuesther] Click here to view the current statistics for this English-language test Sign in to save your progress. End
of free exercise to learn English: Question tagsA free English exercise to learn English.Other English exercises on the same topics : Modismos ? Question tags ? All of our lessons and exercises See these examples to see how question tags are used. You haven't seen this movie, have you? Your sister lives in Spain, doesn't she? You
can't drive, can you? Try this exercise to test your grammar. Grammar Test 1 Question Tags: Grammar Test 1 Read the explanation for more information. Grammar explanation We can add question labels like not? Or didn't they? to a statement to turn it into a question. Question tags are more common when talking than writing. We often
use question tags when we expect the listener to agree with our statement. In this case, when the statement is positive, we use a negative question tag. She's a doctor, isn't she? Yesterday was a lot of fun, wasn't it? If the statement is negative, we use a positive question tag. He's not here, is he? Trains never get there on time, do they?
Nobody called me, did they? If we are sure or almost certain that the listener will confirm that our statement is correct, we say the question label with a drop in nography. If we're a little less confident, we say the question label with a growing intonation. Formation If there is an auxiliary verb in the declaration, we use it to form the question
label. I don't need to finish this today, do I? James is working on it, isn't he? Your parents have retired, haven't they? The phone didn't go off, did it? It was raining that day, wasn't it? Your mother hasn't met him before, has she? Sometimes there is no auxiliary verb already in the statement. For example, when: ... the verb in the statement
is present simple or simple past and is positive. We use no here, he doesn't or he didn't: Jenni eats cheese, doesn't he? I've already said that, haven't I? ... the verb in the statement is to be in the simple present or simple past. In this case we used to be to do the question label: The bus stop is there, right? None of those customers were
happy, were they? ... the verb in the statement is a modal verb. Here we use the modal verb to make the question label: They could hear me, right? You're not going to tell anybody, are you? If the main verb or auxiliary verb in the statement is am soy, the positive question label is me? but the negative question label is usually not me?: I'm
never Truth? I'm going to get an email with the details, right? Do this exercise to test your grammar again. Grammar Test 2 Question Tags: Grammar Test 2 Check how to make question tags here Download this PDF exercise here Need more practice? Get more Perfect English with our courses. GrammarStructure of the otionTags of
questions Exercise tags - Exercises Grammar Verbal times Times - comparison Verbs Conjugation of substantive verbs Articles Pronouns and determinants Adjective Adverbs Prepositions Structure of the or Exercises Vocabularies Numbers, Date and time Countries and Gentle Vocabulary Thematic Expressions idious Calendar Culture
Culture Countries We love to meet, better you know the other person, the best relationship you can have. The game 21 Questions is the best way to get someone to know better and deeper. Often in relation, we were clueless just because we don't know much about our partner. Imagine how strange the situation is if you are sitting
together but have nothing to talk about; The game 21 Questions is not only a good way to start a conversation, but also helps you understand the psychology of the other person. About 21 Questions Game Well, as the game itself says, 21 Questions means that the person will ask 21 different questions that may be related to life, choices,
likes, dislikes, opinion and much more; it all depends on the type of relationship you share with the person and what you'd like to know about them. The rules of the 21-question game are simple, you sit down and ask the questions, this goes well if it's just the two of you, but in case it's more than 2 people, it's important that you decide the
sequence to play the game or else it will end up creating chaos. For starters, you can sit in a circle or around a table, a person starts asking the question that is answered by the person sitting next to him/her followed by other people in the series. Remember, you can't ask the same person two questions. You can contribute voluntarily and
be the first to ask the question or else you can nominate someone. If it's just about you two, the game gets simpler and more interesting. Anyone can start the question followed by the other. Even if the questions end in a discussion, don't worry, the only goal of this game is to start the conversation. There are no right or wrong answers to
this game, the game reveals a lot about your opinion, mindset, views and how you think about life and relationship. If played well and answered sincerely, this game can turn out to be a great way to build a strong bond by getting to know the other person better. However, an important point to keep in mind here is that while asking the
question it is important that you select the question wisely; the question should be preselected depending on the type of relationship you share with others. Here I have categorized 21 questions in each of the three genders, the 21 good/clean, Witty 21 questions and romantic or dirty questions 21. Choose from these or climb your own
question and let this game do wonders. Good 21 Questions What's your favorite food? How do you spend the weekend? Do you like sleeping or partying? What song can you listen to over and over again without getting bored? What do you want your dream house to look like? If given an option, would you choose a beach or mountain
holiday? Have you ever cheated on exams? Have you ever played the opposite sex role in school drama? What makes you happy? What's that thing that makes you lose your temper? Have you ever failed at your school? When was the first time you slept in your school? When was the first time you tried alcohol? What is the work of your
dreams? Are you Mom's son/girl? What's the most daring thing you've ever done? If you had the power to turn someone into an animal, who would you like to turn and turn into what? If you're appointed president of the United States, what would be the first thing you're going to do? Are you a fetish on something? If yes, what is it? Which
comic character do you like best? If you are given the opportunity to meet 3 most famous people on earth, it would be, answer in order of preference. If you could change a bad quality of yours, what would it be? Funny/ingenious questions Have you ever wanted to travel back in time, if so, at what time would you want to go? If you have a
chance to reincarnate, who would you like to be born to? Have you ever wished you had a superpower, if so, what superpower would you like to have? If God grants you three wishes, what would you ask for? If you were granted foreign citizenship, which country would you choose? Have you ever fought in public? If so, what was the
reason for it If this world is supposed to end tomorrow and you only have one day, how would you spend that day? Would you like to be famous or rich? If asked, what would describe how best it would be? Are you a hashtag person who likes everything posted on Instagram? Have you ever been on a blind date? Which song best
describes your life? If you change your name today, what name would you like to have? Do you like to share everything on social media or do you think there's a limit? Are you a funny lover or the one who likes to go for books? Have you ever doped? How did you spend your first salary? If you could bring back a dead person, who would it
be and why? Have you ever seen a movie more than once just because you couldn't understand it? Can you spend a whole day without a phone and internet? If so, what would you do? For a paid trip all expenses, what place would you like to visit? Quirky/Romantic/Dirty 21 Questions Have you ever been in love with your best friend but
never told her? Have you ever had an extramarital affair? Do you agree with the relationship outside of marriage? Sex or romance that's more for a relationship? Can a marriage survive without sex? What qualities don't you want in your life partner? Relationship of living or marriage, what is your opinion on the relationship? What's your
strangest sexual fantasy and you've followed it or are you still waiting for it? What do you want your dream date to look like? How many relationships have you had so far? At what age did you lose your virginity and with whom? If you stay in an elevator with Kim Kardashian, what would you do? When did you first fall in love? Have you
ever had sex under the stars? What's the only thing you can ever forget about your first night? Have you ever had a night with a stranger? What if your ex and your wife/husband turn out to be known? How would you react? What attracts you to the opposite sex? Have you ever cheated on your partner? If you have a destination wedding,
which destination would you choose? On a scale of 1 to 5, 1 being the worst and 5 being the best, how would you rate your partner and yourself? I hope these questions were of great help so that you can start with 21 game questions. If you liked them, please leave your comments below. Down.
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